COSMO PLANETARIUM SHIBUYA

PROGRAM SCHEDULE (July 13, 2019 - Aug. 31, 2019)
☆ Weekdays (Tue. - Fri.)

☆ Sat. Sun. and Public Holidays

13:00 A Journey to the moon with Hachi-ko! *Kids Time*

11:00 A Journey to the moon with Hachi-ko! *Kids Time*

14:00 Planet Journey

12:00 Planet Journey

15:00 Starry Music season 3

13:00 A Journey to the moon with Hachi-ko! *Kids Time*

16:00 Pieces of the universe

14:00 Our planet earth and me

19:00 Cosmo hoshizora sampo

15:00 Cosmo hoshizora sampo

16:00 Pieces of the universe
All programs are approximately 40 min. ( Kids time is 30min. )
17:00 Planet Journey
The Star Gazing Guide is a live commentary about stars and
18:00 Starry Music season 3
constellations that will be able to be seen on the day of your visit.

19:00 Pieces of the universe

The CG Program is as to watch a computer graphics on a dome
screen. Programs are made in full-dome, providing a 360 degree experience.
During *Kids Time*, the Star Watching Guide is made easier for the children to understand.

Pieces of the universe
40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

Before World War 2, in Tokyo, there was a pipe organ and a planetarium.
The magnificent sound of organ and the brilliant stars in the planetarium attracted a young boy’s
heart, even though the planetarium was later burned down in the war. He was deeply moved by the
Symphony of the Universe.
This was something he could never stop thinking about throughout his life, which led him to question our connections with the universe.
Where have we come from and where will we go?
This is the story about the relationship between the universe and life on earth.

A journey to the moon with Hachi-ko
30 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

After we gaze at the stars, we will go on a journey to the moon. So, what’s it like on the moon?
Light sticks will be handed down to borrow during the program.
Please join us in using them to cheer on Hachi during our journey.
Programs are subject to change each season. Summer season: The Apollo Explorer

ALL PROGRAMS ARE IN JAPANESE.
THERE ARE NO ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
● OPENING HOURS

●ADMISSION FEE
Adult

…………………………

Elementary, Junior High

……

¥600

・Weekdays (Tue - Fri)

12:00‐20:00

¥300

・Sat, Sun and Public Holidays 10:00‐20:00

Closed : Mon (When a Public Holiday, next weekday)
New Year’s (Dec. 29 - Jan. 3)
・If a seat is needed for the preschool child,
Due to maintenance and program changes,
Please purchase a ¥300 ticket.
there may be temporary closures.
・All that day’s tickets are sold from opening hours
● SEATING
at a vending machine on the 12th floor.
There are 120 seats, 36 are
・With a disability certificate, that person and one
made to rotate 90 degrees
attendant are free. Please present the
using your own feet.
certificate to your nearest staff.
We recommend the seats
・We do not accept any cancellations, there are no
that do not rotate.
36
Rotating
refunds.
Seats
● RULES AND REGULATIONS
Preschool

……………………

Free

・All programs are approximately 40 min.

Exit

● ACCESS

( Kids time is 30 min. )
One ticket will be valid for only one show.
・Doors open 5 min. before the show starts.

Entrance

An approximate 5 to 7minute walk from
the West Exit of JR Shibuya Station.

・Please be at the planetarium 5 min. before

Planet Journey
There are 8 planets in our solar system, such as Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn and so on.
Can you imagine how different their scenery is from our own planet Earth?
We would like to take you on a Journey through our solar system.
Have a wonderful cosmic trip !

the show starts, with your ticket.
All seats are unassigned.
・Due to mechanical-problems, programs may be
cancelled.
・Inside the dome, please turn off cellphones or

Starry Music season 3

Anything that may produce light.
・No eating, drinking, and smoking is allowed.

40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

Our lives have become convenient with city lights these days. At the same time, it has become very
difficult to gaze at stars. Nevertheless you can still find that this world is filled with beautiful stars,
scenery, and sounds. What will you experience after going through this journey? Enjoy our third
original healing program.

Cosmo hoshizora sampo
40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

We would like to guide you through the starry night that you can gaze at on the day you visit.
Please enjoy our live commentary.

・We lend wireless hearing aids. If needed, please
Under construction

notify your nearest staff.
・Bring your used 6 tickets from different times
and get one free ticket for the day.

COSMO PLANETARIUM SHIBUYA

follow our twitter

Convenience Store

TEL：03-3464-2131 FAX：03-3464-2148

@cosmo_shibuya

http://www.shibu-cul.jp

Shibuya Cultural Center Owada 12F
23-21, Sakuragaoka-cho, Shibuya-ku, TOKYO 150-0031

